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S i g n a t u r e  R e m o v e d
SYNOPSIS 
On-line measurements of microwave properties of different materials is· not new. 
Machines to perform these measurements have been built and commisioned in different 
industries, including the mining industry. 
At the Premier Diamond Mine, one of the De Beers Consolidated mines situated near 
Pretoria in the Transvaal, separation of diamond-bearing kimberlite rock from 
non-diamond bearing gabbro was required. Equipment, which would be part of a large 
plant was required and had to be developed. This equipment would make use of the 
different microwave properties of the two rock types to distinguish between them and 
sort them into separate sections. 
Initial work conducted in the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at 
the University of Cape Town led to the development of a technique using microwave 
irradiation. Problems were experienced, however, with this equipment's accuracy when 
sorting irregularly-shaped rocks. 
The objectives of this research project were to study and report on the rocks' 
behaviour as dielectric materials and to develop a new sorting technique with better 
accuracy and suitable for industrial application. Resonant cavity techniques are 
considered using structures such as: stripline-type structures, loop-gap resonators and 
split waveguide resonant cavities. 
The method using split waveguide resonant cavities was finally chosen for its superior 
performance. The effects of the rocks and a conveyor belt running between the two 
parts of the split cavity were predicted. Both static and dynamic tests were then 
performed and. the actual effects noted. Results from these tests showed that the split 
iii 
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cavities exhibit 100% separation between the two rock types in the absence of the 
conveyor belt. However, when the conveyor belt material is inserted between the two 
halves of the cavity, the performance is drastically degraded. In static tests, the 
accuracy of separation dropped to 58%. In dynamic tests, the conveyor belt attenuates 
the microwave signal such that no signal is observed on the receiver end. 
It was then recommended that different conveyor belt material that is less attenuative 
to microwave signals be developed. Also, electronic circuitry to measure the Q-factor of 
the resonant cavity more accurately should be developed. 
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In 1902, diamonds were discovered at Premier Diamond Mine near Pretoria (1). Today 
this mine is one of the largest and most productive mines, producing approximately 3 
million carats of diamonds per year. ~twas at this mine where the largest natural 
diamond, the Cullinan, was found in 1905 (2). 
Since its inception, open-cast mining techniques were employed. Several years ago, a 
problem arose when workings approached a thick sill of barren rock, called gab bro. 
The gabbro had intruded the full extent of the kimberlite pipe as shown in figure 1.1 
below. 















Fig 1.1 Simplified diagram of the Premier kimberlite pipe 
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This sill is about 75m thick and is situated approximately 400m below the surface. Due 
to the Premier mines' engineers' ingenuity, mining is now taking place both above and 
below this sill. However large volumes of gabbro fall into the mining area and 
contaminate the diamondiferous kimberlite. This leads to the following problems : 
- the gabbro reduces the revenue-earning capacity of the treatment plant because 
it replaces the kimberlite. 
- the gabbro increases the rate of machine wear since it is much more abrasive 
than the kimberlite. 
- the gabbro tends to follow the diamond route through the treatment plant 
because of its specific gravity (3). 
These factors lead to poor plant economics. Thus the need to separate the gabbro 
from the kimberlite is clearly seen. However, no technique of doing this was available. 
Research carried out by personnel at the De Beers Research Laboratory's Mineral 
Processing Division and in the University of Cape Town's Department of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineering showed that: 
- kimberlite attenuates microwave signals more than gabbro. 
- kimberlite has a higher dielectric constant than gabbro. 
A microwave irradiation system utilising these properties was developed to separate the 
different rock types. This measured the attenuation when the rock samples are passed 
between a microwave transmitter and a receiver. This yielded less than 100% 
separation between different irregularly shaped rocks (3). This was attributed to 
reflection of part of the signal off the rock surface. 
Another system using waveguide resonant cavities was developed. This yielded 100% · 
separation between the two rock types. However, a problem of introducing rock 
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samples into the cavity in industrial applications was encountered. Therefore, a new 
system which was mechanically suitable for industrial application and having better 
accuracy than the irradiation method was required. This thesis aims to report on the 
work done towards that end. 
Some of the information on which this thesis is based was obtained from text-books 
and other publications in microwave engineering theory, mineralogy, electronics and 
rubber conveyor belts. Past theses in rock sorting using microwaves were also 
extensively used in this regard. 
The order of presentation of the report contents is given in the next paragraph. 
Chapter 2 begins by discussing general dielectric materials and their properties and in 
particular, how rocks behave as dielectrics. Chapter 3 then discusses microwave 
resonant cavities and some of their important properties. The next chapter goes on to 
discuss different sorting techniques that were considered. Split resonant cavities and the 
configurations used for static and dynamic tests are then discussed. Chapter 5 and 6 
present the results and their analysis for static and dynamic tests respectively. 
Concluding remarks and recommendations are given in chapter 7. 
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2. DIELECTRIC MATERIALS AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
2.1. Introduction to dielectric materials 
In this chapter, dieleCtric materials will .be discussed. Their electrical and some 
magnetic properties will be discussed. This is important because it will lead to 
understanding the effects rocks have on the microwave fields since they are also 
non-ferromagJ?.etic and act as dielectrics (4). 
2.2. Polarisation in dielectrics 
The distribution of electric and magnetic fields inside materials may be ~xplained by 
distortion of atoms inside the material or polarization (5,6). Four different kinds of 
polarization have been identified. These are electronic, ionic, orientation and space 
charge polarization. These will be discussed in turn below. The frequency dependence . . 
of polarization will also be discussed. 
2.2.1. Electronic polarization 
This is the type of polarization that is prevalent in all dielectrics (7). It is due to the 
displacement of the negative electron cloud of each atom from its positive nucleus. 
When an electric field E is applied to a dielectric, the negatively charged electrons in 
the individual atoms are displaced slightly in the opposite direction to E, relative to 




No Applied Field \./1th Applied Field 
Fig 2.1 Electronic po1'1.rization 
Each atom acquires an induced dipole moment of average value Pe· This is related to 
the electronic polarizability, denoted a e• by the equation below: 
P =a E e e 2.1 
where Eis the ideal electric field jntensity. 
The magnitude of the electronic polarizability, a e can be obtained from the properties 
of the hydrogen atom (8). Calculations show that: 
2.2 
where a.a is the radius of the first Bohr orbit and is equal to 0.53 x 10-1om. Therefore: 
2.2.2. Ionic polarization 
This is due to the displacement of adjacent ions of opposite sign (9). It is only found 
in ionic substances. On application of an electric field, the electronic shells deform and 
the ions are displaced to new equilibrium positions. This is shown schematically in 
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figure 2.2 below. 
(a) No field (b) with field· 
Fig 2.2 Ionic polarization 
It is seen in figure 2.2 above that the field distorts the lattice. Although many attempts 
have been made to calculate the ionic polarization, these have not been too successful. 
It has been determined however that this kind of polarization accounts for a very small 
portion of the total polarization. 
2.2.3. Orientation polarization 
This occurs in liquids and solids which have asymmetric molecules whose permanent 
dipole moments can be aligned by the electric field. This is analogous to magnetic 
moments which are aligned by a magnetic field. For this type of polarization to occur, 
the interaction energy between dipoles must be small. This is shown schematically in 
figure 2.3 below. 
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(a) No field (b) With field 
Fig 2.3 Orientation polarization 
As can be seen from figure 2.3 above the application of an electric field causes the 
permanent moments to line up in the direction of the field. However, thermal 
agitation tends to keep the distribution random. The result of these two opposing 
influences is a statistical equilibrium which permits the sample as a whole to have a 
dipole moment. 




where µe = permanent moment 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
T = absolute-temperature 
At room temperature, a 0 is of the order of 1Q-2JmJ (10). 
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2.3 
2.2.4. Space charge polarization 
This is due to the accumulation of charges at phase interfaces in multiphase dielectrics. 
This type of polarization is also called interfacial polarization. It is only possible when 
one of the phases present in a dielectric material has a much higher resistivity than 
the others. Such materials are sometimes called heterogeneous. When an electrical field 
E is applied, some charge carriers migrate since the resistivities of dielectrics are never 
infinite. These migrating charge carriers are trapped at the higher resistivity phases. 
This sets up space charges at the interfaces and gives rise to an electric dipole 
moment. When averaged over all the molecules, this is equivalent to a space charge 
polarizability, as• This is shown schematically in figure 2.4 below. 
(a) No field 
i,'4,;<'~,-;. 
(~-~/':~,~ 
(b) With field 
Fig 2.4 Space charge polarization. 
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2.2.5. Frequency dependence of polarization. 
The total polarizability, a is given by: 
2.4 
Each type of polarization is .characterized by a relaxation time t. This is the time 
taken for the polarization to respond to the applied field. The reciprocal of this 
relaxation time is the relaxation frequency. Since the relaxation frequencies of all four 
polarization processes differ, it is possible to separate the different combinations. The 
result is shown in figure 2.5 below. 
.... 
0 ..... 












Fig 2.5 Variation of the. total polarizability with frequency. 
This shows four frequency ranges over which the s_eparate polarization mechanisms 
.operate. Generally f e > j i > f 0 > j s. When an electric field of frequency f is -applied to 
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the dielectric material, each type of polarization can only make its full contribution 
provided f is less than the relaxation frequency. Since we are only interested in the 
microwave region, we will only consider polarization due to ionic and electronic effects. 
2.3. Energy loss in dielectrics 
Two mechanisms of loss of power in dielectric materials exist. One is loss due to 
dipole relaxation and the other is due to d c conductivity. To understand loss due to 
dipole relaxation we have to look at the behaviour of the materials from a 
macroscopic point of view. In this view we can describe what are called the 
constitutive parameters of the material. These are the permittivity E and the permeability 
µ. The electric flux density D is broken into two parts. The first relates it to the 
electric field by the free-space permittivity E 0 • The second is called the polarization P. 
That is: 
D=E 0 E+P 2.5 
Similarly, the magnetic flux density can be written: 
B = µ 0 (H + M) 2.6 
where H is the magnetic field intensity and M is the magnetic polarization; commonly 
called the magnetization. 
For linear materials P is directly proportional to E. The constant of proportionality is 




where x e is called the electric susceptibility. 
The permittivity E 0 is related to Xe by: 
2.3.1. Loss due to dipole relaxation 
The classical development of the relations between this dielectric constant, loss and 
frequency is due to Debye. A periodic electric field is assumed. i.e: 
E = E 0 coswt 2.8 
where E0 is independent of time t and w is the frequency. 
Equation 2.8 can be rewritten as: 
E = E eiwt 
0 
This leads to D also being periodic. D is normally out of phase with E with 0 as the 
phase shift. i.e. 
D = D 0 cos (wt - <!>) = D 1 cos wt+ D 2 sin wt 
0 
where 







From Equation 2.9, 
E 
-, = tan<j> 
E 
This is the expression for the loss tangent. 
2.3.2. Loss due to d c conductivity 
There usually exists charge carriers that can move about inside a dielectric subjected to 
high electric fields. This leads to a non-zero conductivity and to normal ohmic losses 
as found in conductors. These losses increase with decreasing frequency at low 
frequencies. It can easily be seen why this is so from equation 2.10 below. This 
equation relates conductivity cr, frequency w, and E, '. 
<J =WE 2.10 
where all the parameters are real. 
2.4. Rocks as dielectrics 
Rocks can be thought of as multiphase systems made up of minerals with different 
chemical compositions ( 11 ). Most of the types of polarisation discussed earlier take 
place in them. This results in the dielectric permeability and energy loss being a 
complicated function of frequency, temperature, _pressure and other factors. However a 
variety of equations have been used to estimate the dielectric constants of rocks 
(12,13,14). In these calculations, the rocks are considered as matrices or mixtures of 
various individual components comprising the material. 
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Since rocks are such complicated materials, both in composition and structure, it is not 
surprising to find that no simple relationship exists between their physical properties 
and their chemical or mineral composition. Values of the dielectric constants making 
up the rocks vary over two orders of magnitude. This is an adequate variability, so 
that one might expect some differentiation between rock types on the basis of bulk 
dielectric constant. This is exactly the property that is exploited to separate the two 
rock types i.e diamondiferous kimberlite and barren gabbro, in this project. 
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3. MICROWAVE RESONANT CAVITIES 
At high frequencies and short wavelengths i.e. less than one metre, conventional circuit 
elements have dimensions comparable to the wavelengths. These circuits lose energy by 
radiation. Also, conventional wire circuits have high resistances because of skin effects. 
These two phenomena dictate that the circuit region be shielded and completely 
surrounded by a good conductor to prevent radiation. This results in a hollow 
conducting box with the electromagnetic energy confined inside (15). This is called a 
cavity resonator and is the topic of this chapter. The following sub-topics will be 
discussed in this chapter: 
- Energy storage mechanism of resonant cavities. 
- Power dissipation in resonant cavities. 
- Resonant frequencies and Q-factor. 
- Electric and magnetic fields in resonant cavities. 
- Coupling energy into and out of a cavity. 
- Effects of dielectric materials inside the cavity. 
It will be seen from future chapters that only rectangular resonant cavities are of 
interest to us. Therefore discussion will be restricted to these. 
3.1. Electric and magnetic fields in resonant cavities 
The dominant modes in rectangular cavities are the transverse electric (TE101) and the 
transverse magnetic (TM111) modes. These are dominant because they result in the 
lowest resonant frequency. In this project, the TE101 mode was chosen for ease of 
coupling and reasonable physical dimensions. Discussions will be limited to this mode. 
A drawing of the resonant cavity and the electric field distributions for this mode are 
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shown in figure 3.1 below. 
t 
Fig 3.1 A rectangular resonant cavity and electric field distributions . 
.. ~ 
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(c) Top view 
Fig 3.2 A resonant cavity and magnetic field distribution. 
The next section will address the question of how power is dissipated in resonant 
cavities. 
3.2. Power dissipation in resonant cavities 
In a lossless cavity made up of perfectly conducting walls and filled with a perfect loss 
free dielectric, no power loss exists. The small amount of energy coupled in never 
decays. It just transfers back and forth between the electric and magnetic fields. 
However, walls have finite conductivities and dielectrics ,including air, have non-zero 
conductivities. This leads to fields existing inside the conducting wall. The field 
amplitude decays quite quickly i.e. to 1/ e of its value at the inside surface in a 




where µand cr are constitutive parameters of the conductor. 
In a good conductor the conductive current is much greater than the displacement 
current i.e. cr >> w E and the skin depth is very small at microwave frequencies. 
The power lost in the conducting walls is then given by: 
3.1 
where Rs = 1 I 6 <J is the surface resistivity of the metallic walls and Ht is the tangential 
magnetic field at the surface of the walls. 
3.3. Resonant freguency and 0 of the TElQl mod=e'---_ 
To determine the resonant frequency of the TE101 mode requires the solution of 
Maxwells equation and substitution of the boundary conditions. This is done in 
Appendix I for a general TEmnt mode. The resulting resonant frequency is given by: 
3.2 
where c = speed of light and µ r and Er are the relative permeability and permittivity 
of the material filling the cavity respectively. 
For the TE101 mode to be dominant, b >a> d: 
Letting E 0 = -2jA + in equation 12 (Appendix I) and keeping in mind that A- = -A+ 




. nx . nz 
E y = E 0 Slll - Slll -
a d 
- JE o . nx nz 
H x = s1n-cos-
ZTE a d 
jnE o nx . nz 
Hz= cos-s1n-




is the intrinsic impedance of the material filling the wave guide. This clearly shows 
that the fields form standing waves inside the cavity. 
In order to determine the Q, the stored electric and magnetic energies and the power 
lost in the conducting walls and the dielectric have to be computed. To calculate the 
power lost, equation 3.3b and 3.3c are substituted into equation 3.1 to give: 
Pc=!R.{2fb fa 1Hx(z=O)i2dxdy+2fd fb IHz(x=O)l 2 dydz+2fd fa 1Hx(y=O)i2+1Hz(Y=0)!2dxdz} 
2 y•O x•O z•O y•O z•O x-0 
3.4 
where the symmetry of the cavity has been used in doubling the contributions of the 
walls at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 0 to account for the contributions at the walls at x =a, y = b 
and z = d respectively. 
The stored electric energy is given by: 
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E i * We=~ E yE ydv 
4 u 
Substituting eq 3.3a into eq 3.5 we obtain: 
W _ Eabd 2 
e- 16 Eo 
3.5 
3.6 
But at resonance, the stored electric energy is equal to the stored magnetic energy. 
Therefore we = w m and the total energy stored becomes: 
W = 2W = Eabd 2 
t e 
8 
E o 3.7 
Therefore the Q of the cavity with lossy conducting walls but lossless dielectric is: 
. wW T (kad) 3 b'fl 1 
Qc= Pc = 2n 2 Rs 2a 3 b+2bd 3 +a 3 d+ad 3 
3.8 
3.4. Effects of dielectric materials inside the cavity 
The previous analyses assumed that the cavity was filled with air which acts as a good 
dielectric. However, if the cavity were to be filled with a lossy dielectric of complex 
permittivity E = E , - j E , , , conductivity cr and permeability µ; then more power would be 
dissipated in the dielectric. The extra power dissipated is given by: 
3.9 
where J = J s + cr E is the total electric current density 
J s is the electric source current density 
cr E is the current density arising from the conduction current. 
Substituting E from equation 3.3a into equation 3.9, the following is obtained: 
3.10 
Therefore the Q of a cavity with a lossy dielectric and perfectly conducting walls is: 
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2wWe E' 1 
Q d = Pd = E,, = tan 6 3.11 
where tan o is the loss tangent. 
When both wall losses and dielectric losses are present, the total power loss is Pc + 
Pd and the total Q becomes: 
( 
1 1 )-l 
Q = Qc + Qd 3.12 
This shows that loading the cavity with any material of dielectric constant higher than 
that for air reduces the cavity Q. It is obvious that the higher the dielectric 
permittivity, the lower the Q-value. Further, the greatest effect on the Q occurs if the 
dielectric is in a position of maximum electric field. For a rectangular cavity operating 
in TE101 mode this is at the centre. 
A useful relation that is often used to estimate the Q of a resonant cavity is: 
Qz~ 3.13 
D,.f 
where fo is the resonance frequency and D,. f is the bandwidth. 
The bandwidth is taken as the frequency range between the two halfpower points. 
Although rectangular resonant cavities can yield Q-values in the order of 10,000 such 
high Q-values are only obtained from silver plated cavities with only a small amount of 
power coupled to the output load. Disturbances caused by the coupling system, surface 
irregularities, dielectric losses, radiation from small holes and other perturbations 
increase the losses and thus decrease the Q. Some of these effects are discussed more 
extensively in the next chapter which deals with resonant cavities that have been 
divided into two parts. 
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3.5. Coupling energy into and out of a resonant cavity 
Different methods of coupling the cavity to external circuitry exist. It is possisble to 
' 
couple onto the E-field or onto the H-field. Methods of coupling include: 
- iris coupling 
- magnetic loop coupling 
- E-field probe coupling 
These will briefly be described below. A more thorough discussion can be found in 
(16). 
3.5.1. Iris coupling 
In this form of coupling, the field components of electric and magnetic field lines are 
as shown in figure 3.3(a) and (b) below: 
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(a) (b) 
Fig 3.3 Electric and magnetic field lines in iris coupling 
3.5.2. Loop coupling 
A conducting loop with its plane normal t6 the magnetic field lines is introduced into 
the cavity. The circular H-field around 'the conductor couples to the H-field of the 
cavity. This is shown in figure 3.4 below: 
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Fig 3.4 Magnetic field lines in loop coupling 
3.5.3. E-Field probe coupling 
A short conducting probe is introduced into the cavity in the direction of the electric 
field lines. The probe must be thin and of uniform thickness. The physical arrangement 




-"_J_tL- -i -t-f _I_~- i -----------
Fig 3.5 Electric field lines in probe coupling. 
The theory discussed above has been shown to be very accurate (17). However, some 
factors ansing from necessary practical implementation will cause deviation from it. 
Practical implementation of a rectangular cavity is discussed in the next chapter. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Many experiments to measure dielectric constants of different materials have been 
performed (18-33). In this project, however, absolute measurement of pe~ttivity was 
not required. It was required to sort the two different rock types using the properties 
of different complex dielectric constants. In this chapter, a few of the methods that 
were considered are discussed. The method that was finally chosen, together with a 
description of the equipment used is also discussed. 
4.1. Some sortin2 techniques 
Microwave sorting techniques can be divided into two types; open structures and closed 
structures. They are discussed in the subsections below together with the disadvantages 
of each. 
4.1.1. Microwave irradiation 
In this technique, the rocks are individually irradiated with microwaves via a 
transmitting antenna as shown in figure 4.1. A receiving antenna connected to a 
detector is placed on the opposite side of the rock. The attenuated microwave signals 
are then received on the receiver end. A rock can then be identified based on how 
much the transmitted signal was attenuated. 
Horn anntenas were used on both the transmitter and the receiver side. The rock 
samples are fed through the system on a conveyor belt. Figure 4.1 shows the system 
configuration. The operation of the different parts is controlled by electronic hardware 






Fig. 4.1 Physical configuratfon of microwave irradiation method. 
When a rock sample has been identified as kimberlite, it is allowed to fall freely onto 
another conveyor belt for transportation to the crusher. However, if it is identified as 
a gabbro sample, a jet of air deflects it onto another conveyor belt for transportation 
to a waste rock pile. 
4.1.2. Resonant cavity techniques 
In this technique, a "closed" waveguide resonant cavity is used. A closed waveguide 
was chosen for its high Q-factor which leads to high sensitivity and makes detection 
possible for small changes in the complex dielectric constant of the material inside the 
cavity. This occurs when a rock is introduced into the air-filled cavity and can be 
described by the expressions for Qc and Qct as given in equations 3.8 and 3.11 
respectively. 
The resonant frequency was found to change when the rocks were introduced into the 
cavity. However, the change in frequency was inconsistent over many rock samples and 
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could not be used reliably to sort the two rock types. Therefore its determination was 
not pursued. The mechanism causing this inconsistency was due to the kimberlite rock 
being inhomogeneous and an-isotropic. The propagation velocity of the microwave signal 
thus varies with sample orientation giving an apparent variation of relative permittivity 
with rock sample orientiation. 
The resonant frequency of the cavity was chosen to be about 500MHz which resulted 
in a cavity of suitable physical dimensions. This resonant frequency led to the following 
dimensions for the resonant cavity. 
\/here n = 0.450ri 
b = 0.225ri 
cl = 0.403ri 
Fig 4.2 Resonant cavity dimensions 
Figure 4.2 above also shows the slots cut on opposite sides of the cavity to feed the 
rocks through the cavity. A discussion on the choice of the two sides on which to cut 
the slots is presented in Appendix IL The determination of the cavity dimensions is 
also shown in Appendix II. 
Figure 4.3 below shows the physical configuration for this technique. 
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l So.Mple o.fter {I __ Fo.lllng through Co.v1ty 
Fig 4.3 Physical configuration of resonant cavity technique. 
As before, a rock sample ends up at a different destination depending on what type it 
IS. 
4.1.3. Disadvantages of these techniques 
Both of 'these techniques are viable for ore sorting. However, there are some problems 
with their operation. These will be discussed first for the irradiation method and then 
for the resonant cavity method. 
(a) Problems with the irradiation method 
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The major problem with the irradiation method was its inaccuracy. In a system that 
was developed in the Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at the 
University of Cape Town, this method yielded only 49% gabbro rejection for a 94.5% 
kimberlite recovery in dynamic tests (34 ). 
This was shown to have been caused by reflection of the microwave signal from the 
irregular shaped rocks. 
Other problems were caused by multi-path propagation and adjacent channel 
interference described by Booi (35). 
(b) Problems with the resonant cavity technique 
The problems described above do not occur in a closed cavity system (36-38). 
Although this method gave 100% separation of gabbro from kimberlite, a problem 
exists with feeding rocks through the cavity. The proposed system of allowing rocks to 
fall through the cavity in free fall was discarded as not being viable. This was due to 
the variation in trajectory of rocks ejected from the end of .the conveyor belt shown in 
figure 4.3 and thus the prospect of a finite percentage of ejected rocks failing to enter 
the hole in the cavity. A tapered funnel to guide the rocks ejected from the end of 
the conveyor belt was rejected due to the possibility of a rock being jammed in the 
funnel. Previous experience in the mining environment has shown that guiding funnels 
were not viable. 
We were therefore left with two systems each of which had strong and weak points. 
The ideal system would be to combine the strong points of both methods. It should 
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have the accuracy of the resonant cavity technique coupled with the superior rock 
feeding mechanism of the irradiation technique. Several techniques with improved rock 
presentation were considered and are discussed in the section below. 
4.2. Alternative Sorting Techniques 
A number of different methods of sorting were considered. In all these methods 
appreciable differences in behaviour were required for loads of differing dielectric 
constants. It was also required that these techniques be capable of being used on-line 
i.e. they should be able to sort samples travelling on a moving conveyor belt. In order 
to ease the material presentation problem open resonant structures were investigated. 
The structures considered are microstrip, parallel stripline, shielded stripline, coplanar 
stripline and loop-gap resonators. A discussion of these follows. Due to their similarity 
the stripline-type structures will be discussed together, followed by a discussion of 
loop-gap resonators. 
4.2.1. Stripline-type structures 
In these structures, a strip conductor and a ground plane are separated by a dielectric 
material (39-42). In our case, air is used as the dielectric. The electric and magnetic 
field lines are not entirely contained in the dielectric substrate. Therefore the wave 
propagation in the microstrip line is not a pure transverse electromagnetic mode 
(TEM) but a quasi-TEM mode (39). 
The stripline-type structures are differentiated according to the dimensions and position 
of the strip conductor with respect to the ground plane. Diagrams showing these 
structures and their field patterns are given in figures 4.4-4.7 below (43). 
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Fig 4.4 Microstrip 
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Fig 4.5 Parallel Stripline 
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Fig 4.6 Shielded Stripline 
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Fig 4.7 Co-planar Stripline 
The diagrams above show that in all these structures, radiation into space occurs. This 
is worst in.the case of microstrip and better for shielded stripline. Although these 
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structur~s are open and ore samples can be passed through a resonant cavity using 
these structures on a conveyor belt, they were found unsuitable for discriminating 
between the rock types. This was thought to arise from: 
- low field concentration inside the structure. 
- low quality factors compared to a closed waveguide. 
- reflected signals are not confined in the cavity and radiate into free space. 
These observations led to the conclusion that partially closed structures with a high 
Q-factor were required. One such structure is the loop-gap resonator discussed below. 
4.2.2. Loop-gap resonators (LGR) 
This is a newly developed microwave resonant structure. It has a field distribution that 
is intermediate between lumped and distributed (44). The diagrams showing physical 
structure and field patterns are given in figure 4.8. 
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Fig 4.8 Loop gap resonator. 
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The LGR may be regarded as a high Q-factor parallel tuned circuit. The parallel gap 
is equivalent to a capacitor and the loop is the equivalent to the inductor. The LGR 
frequency can be tuned by altering the dielectric constant of the material filling the 
gap. Passing gabbro and kimberlite through the resonator close to the gap should 
hopefully generate sufficient change in frequency to discriminate between the two rock 
types. 
Initial tests on a 30mm diameter with small samples showed high sensitivity to 
variation in dielectric constant when the sample was close to the gap. However, this 
sensitivity is not uniform across the resonator. This was due to the non-uniform field 
distribution of the LGR. For this reason the LGR was abandoned as a structure that 
could be used for ore sorting. 
The structure required was one without the shortcomings of stripline-type structures and 
loop-gap resonators yet still open enough to easily feed rocks through; a structure like 
an "open" waveguide resonant cavity. This line of thinking led to the development of a 
novel new structure which we called a split resonant cavity. This structure is discussed 
in the next section. 
4.3. Split resonant cavities 
Waveguide resonant cavities are closed high Q structures (45). Our application requires 
that they be more "open" to introduce samples inside. These "openings" were small 
non-radiating slots. Using the slots, 100% separation was achieved. However, it was 
shown that these small slots were not practical for mechanical presentation of the rock 
samples. A structure that could work with a conveyor belt feed mechanism was 
required. This led to the use of a resonant cavity split into two parts, but coupled 
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together electrically. One part would then be mounted above the conveyor belt and the 
other below with the conveyor belt passing between the gap. This new open cavity led 
to a large physical discontinuity and is shown in figure 4.9 below. 
Fig 4.9 Split resonant cavity 
Me-tol 
-volts 
Cutting the resonant cavity into two parts leads to characteristics that are different 
from those of a normal closed resonant cavity. The main effects are changes in field 
distributions, resonant frequency and Q-factor. These are discussed in the subsections 
below. To determine how this structure would perform with the samples being fed 
through on a conveyor belt and the effects the conveyor belt itself, a consideration of 
the field structure of the split cavity is presented below. 
4.3.1. Field distributions in split resonant cavities. J 
The field analysis of most discontinuity problems is very difficult ( 46), and beyond the 
scope of this thesis. However, a basic attempt of explaining the field distributions in 
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this new structure will be made. Unlike the field structure in a closed cavity, the fields 
are no longer contained inside the cavity. Some radiation occurs out of the thin gap. 
This results in a distortion of the field distributions. Approximations of these are shown 
in figure 4.10 below. The field distributions of the entirely closed cavity is shown in 
figure 4.lO(a). The effects of the openings in the cavity on the field structure is shown 
in figure 4. lO(b) and the additional effects of the gap to the split cavity is shown in 
figure 4.lO(c). 
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Fig 4.10 Field distributions in different cavities. 
The diagram in figure 4.10( c) above shows that some bf the H-field is radiated into 
free space while some is still contained inside the cavity but the fringing field will be 
external. Of more importance to us is the E-field. This is shown to go to zero before 
the cavity boundaries are reached leading to an effective reduction in the size of the 
cavity. This is because radiation exists at the boundaries. 
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4.3.2. Resonant frequency and 0 of the cavity. 
The smaller effective size of the cavity is expected to cause an increase in the 
resonant frequency. This can be seen from equation 3.2 which gives the expression for 
resonant frequency as a function of the cavity dimensions. 
Equation 3.8 shows that the cavity Q-factor Qc is inversely proportional to the surface 
resistance Rs of the metal. For a good conductor Rs is given by Pozar ( 47) as: 
where CJ = conductivity of the metal 
o s = skin depth 
w = angular frequency 
µ=permeability 
With a thin gap in the resonant cavity, surface currents have to travel through air 
which has extremely low values of conductivity. This leads to a huge reduction in the 
cavity Q-factor. The dielectric Q factor, Qd, on the other hand, is not affected since 
the loss tangent remains that of air. 
4.3.3. Predicted effects of rubber conveyor belt material on cavity. 
Since the split resonant cavity is going to be used with a rubb.er conveyor belt, it is 
necessary to determine what effect it would have on the cavity characteristics. 
The conveyor belt has dielectric constant and loss tangents that are different from 
those of air. Natural rubbers have relative dielectric constants Er around 2.4 (48). This 
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figure is slightly higher for rubber mixed with other materials as is the case in the 
manufacture of conveyor belts. To improve the wear properties, conveyor belts are 
usually made of india-rubber and specially woven cotton duck. Each ply of the cotton 
duck is stretched and then impregnated with rubber. The finished belt is then coated 
on both sides with rubber and then vulcanised under pressure. This vulcanisation leads 
to an increase of about 1.5% in in dielectric constant from 2.40 to 2.43. The bigger 
increase however is in the loss tangent which increases by about 260% from 0.005 to 
0.018 at lOOMHz ( 48,50). It is to be noted that these increases are lower at lower 
frequencies. 
Equation 3.2 shows the resonant frequency is proportional to F"r. The resonant 
frequency for the cavity loaded with the conveyor belt will therefore be slightly 
reduced. A more pronounced change is expected in Qd due to the large increase in 
the loss tangent. This will lead to Qd dominating the system Q; leading to its overall 
decrease. 
In order for all the effects predicted in the previous sections to be measured, 
equipment was set up. Measurements were taken for both static and dynamic tests. 
These refer to when samples are stationary inside the cavity and when they are passing 
through the cavity respectively. These equipment configurations are discussed in the 
following two sections. 
4.4. Configuration for static tests 
Measurements of the resonant frequency and Q of the empty cavity were required. The 
cavity was then loaded with either kimberlite or gabbro and these parameters were 
measured. Even though in the final application these measurements were to be done 
on moving samples, the initial tests were done on stationary rocks. 
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The equipment used to do these measurements consisted of: 
- a split resonant cavity as discussed in the previous section. 
- an HP8359SA RF plug in source. 
- an HP8350B sweeper. 
- an HP8746B S-parameter test set. 
- an HP8411 converter. 
- an HP8410C network analyzer. 
- an HP8412B phase magnitude display. 
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Fig 4.11 Measurement system for the static case. 
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A brief description of the measurement system and its operation is given below. 
The microwave signal is fed to the S-parameter test set. This signal is swept in 
frequency from 450MHz to 550MHz to ensure the cavity resonance. This cavity is 
connected across the two ports of the S-parameter test set. The transmission coefficient 
S21 is measured and displayed on the phase/magntidue display of the network analyzer. 
The resonant frequency f0 and the two frequencies f1 and f2 at which the displayed 
signal is 3dB below the maximum are measured manually. The difference between f1 
and f2, f"'.,. f = f 2 - f 1 gives the half-power bandwidth. Equation 3.13 is then used to 
approximate the unloaded Q of the resonant cavity under test. Rock samples are then 
introduced into the cavity and the new Q values determined. These rocks are 
supported in the cavity centre by thin strips of polystyrene material. Polystyrene was 
chosen because of its low relative dielectric constant and low loss tangent. For this 
reason, it is quite transparent to microwave signals at the frequencies of interest. 
The Q values for the unloaded cavity, for the cavity loaded with gabbro and for the 
cavity loaded with kimberlite were compared. According to the theory discussed in 
section 2.4, the Q for the unloaded cavity w!!}-xpecte.? to be highest and that for the 
cavity loaded with kimberlite lowest. 
After the system was found to work satisfactorily for stationary rocks, measurements 
were taken for moving rocks. )be rocks were required to move at 5m/s; the speed at 
. which they will be moving on the conveyor belt used in the final application. 
The equipment used for taking dynamic measurements consisted of: 
- a split resonant cavity (as before) 
- a conveyor belt simulator 
- electronic circuitry 
-IBMPC. 
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Each of these, except for the split resonant cavity, is discussed in the subsections 
below. 
4.5. Configuration for dynamic tests 
4.5.1. Conveyor-belt simulation 
Rocks were dropped in free fall and guided through a vertical hollow metallic 
cylindrical pipe to simulate a conveyor belt moving at 5m/s. Its length is chosen such. 
that the rocks can accelerate to a velocity of 5m/s under gravity. The velocity of the 
rocks can be related to the length of the pipe by the kinematic equation given below: 
where v = final velocity 
v0 = initial velocity 
v 2 =2gs+v 0 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
s = distance of acceleration which gives the length of the pipe. 
For v0 = 0 and g = 9.8m/s2, the length of the pipe was found to be 1.27m. 
4.5.2. Electronic circuitry. 
Most of the circuitry was developed by A. de Waal (51,52). A more detailed discussion 
can be found in these references. In this thesis, only a brief overview of the circuitry 
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Fig 4.12 Block diagram of electronic circuitry. -
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The VCO frequency is swept up and down from about 475MHz to 495MHz with a 
triangular voltage wave form. This range covers the resonant frequencies for the three 
cases of unloaded cavity (f0u), cavity loaded with gab bro (f0 .. ) and for the cavity loaded 0 
with kimberlite (f0k).Only the case of the unloaded cavity will be discussed in 
explaining what happens as the VCO frequency is swept up arid down. The cases for 
the loaded cavity are similar (53). 
As the transmitter output is swept up in frequency, it approaches f0~ at which point the 
unloaded cavity resonates. A sharp peak in the transmission coefficient is observed. The 
peak detector gives a voltage v0u proportional to the peak in transmission coefficient. 
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As the frequency sweeps past f0u, v0u drops sharply._The maximum output frequency is 
reached and a downward sweep begins. The same behaviour is observed when this 
frequency goes past fou again. Clearer understanding of this is facilitated by the· 
waveforms shown in figure 4.13 below. The responses for the cavity loaded with a rock 
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Fig 4.13 Waveforms observed at the transmitter and the peak detector outputs. 
As can be seen from the figure above, the unloaded cavity has a higher peak v0 which 
is proportional to the detected signal amplitude. It also has a lower period between 
peaks which is proportional to the change in resonance frequency. This means that the 
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signal amplitude and resonant frequency are less for the unloaded cavity than for the 
cavity loaded with either gabbro or kimberlite. 
The detected peak voltages go into the analog to digital converter and into the IBM 
personal computer as discussed in the next subsection. 
4.5.3. Data capture 
An IBM personal computer (PC) was used to capture the data. This PC was fitted 
with a PC""26 analog to digital (A/D) converter card. The converter card is used to 
interface the analog outputs of the rock differentiation equipment to the digital inputs 
of the computer. A computer program used to process the input data was used (54). 
This program is shown in Appendix III. 
4.5.4. Equipment operation 
A diagram showing the equipment configuration is given in figure 4.14 below. 
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Fig 4.14 Set up for dynamic measurements. 




A rock sample is dropped through the cylindrical pipe. Its velocity as it enters the 
cavity is approximately 5m/s. As soon as the rock enters the cavity, the computer 
starts sampling. The information as to when to start sampling is transmitted to the 
computer by an optocoupler which detects the breaking of a light beam by a rock. The 
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Fig 4.15 Optocoupler arrangement. 
The rock then enters the cavity. It interacts with the microwav:e signal that is 
transmitted from the VCO. The resonant frequency and the Q-factor are reduced. The 
signal received on the other end of the cavity is detected by a microwave detector 
diode. This signal is then amplified and fed via the ADC into the PC. Unlike in the 
static case where the actual Q was measured, only the relative change in the resonant 
peak caused by each sample could be measured. The resonant peak amplitude is 
proportional to the cavity Q and could thus be used as effectively (55). 
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Based on the size of the reduction in the resonant peak, a threshold level has been 
established by measuring many ore samples above or below the threshold value, the PC 
would then either activate the air jets to blast the sample into the gabbro bin or leave 
it to fall freely into the kimberlite bin. 
Results from the actual tests performed are given and discussed in the next two 
chapters. One chapter will deal with the results from the static tests while the other 
will be dealing with results from the dynamic tests. 
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5. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF STATIC TESTS 
In this chapter, some of the results from the static tests will be presented and 
·discussed. Even though the structure of prime importance is the split resonance cavity 
shown in figure 4.9, other cavities were also tested for comparison. Many measurements 
were taken on different cavity configurations with different loadings. Many of these 
configurations showed a performance not very different from the original closed cavity 
and the split cavity. Thu~ only results from three different cavities will be discussed. 
These are the closed cavity as shown in figure 5.1 A and the split cavities as shown in 
figures B and C below. 
MICRO'w'AVES IN MICRD'w'AVES IN 
MICRD'w'AVES IN 
A B MiCRO'w'AVES . OUT 
c 
Fig 5.1 Resonant cavities for which results are given. 
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Cavity C was thought to be worth investigating because of the possible throughput 
increase that might be obtained (56). The distance between samples when using cavity 
C does not have to be as long as when either A or B are used. This means more 
rocks can be sorted per hour. 
In the following sections measurements of unloaded cavities and cavities loaded with 
both the conveyor belt and rock samples will be discussed. Some conclusions on these 
tests will then be presented. 
5.1." Measurements for cavity without conveyor belt. 
Initial tests of the three cavities performance were made without the presence of the 
conveyor belt. This was done so that comparisons can be made for the cases where 
the conveyor belt is present. The two parts in cavities B and C are kept apart by thin 
strips of polystyrene of thickness lcm. As mentioned before, the polystyrene hardly has 
any effect on microwave signals. Measurements for the empty cavities are given first, 
followed by measurements for cavities loaded with gabbro and kimberlite in turn. 
5.1.1. Unloaded cavities. 
The resonant frequency for frequencies at half-power points, f1 and f2, Q-factor and 
transmission coefficient S21, for the three cavities are given in Table 5.1 below. 
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Cavity fo fl fz Q S21 
[MHz] [MHz] [MHz] [dB] 
A 490.1 489.2 490.8 306 33 
B 514.5 511.9 516.6 110 25 
c 499.8 497.8 501.5 135 22 
Table 5.1 Results obtained for the unloaded cavities. 
As expected, the resonant frequency increases for the split cavities and the Q 
decreases. These effects are less for cavity C. This is because the rectangular slots for 
passing rocks through are cut on the faces where radiation is minimal (See Appendix 
II). Thus the radiation out of cavity C is intermediate between that in cavities A and 
B. This is evidenced by the respective values for Q. 
5.1.2. Cavities loaded with rocks 
The different cavities were then loaded with twelve samples of gabbro and twelve of 
kimberlite in turn. The results obtained are given in Table 5.2 and figs 5.2 - 5.4 
below. 
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482.6 481.2 484.1 168 488.7 487.8 489.5 288 
482.0 481.4 484.3 166 487.0 486.0 487.7 286 
484.1 483.0 485.8 173 488.8 488.0 489.7 292 
483.0 482.2 485.1 167 488.0 487.1 488.7 288 
482.4 481.0 483.9 165 488.9 487.7 489.4 291 
A 483.1 481.5 484.1 184 488.6 486.9 489.6 290 
483.7 482.3 485.1 171 486.9 485.3 487.1 278 
481.9 480.3 483.0 176 487.8 486.9 488.6 289 
482.2 481.2 484.0 172 488.1 487.1 488.8 285 
481.8 480.7 483.6 167 487.6 487.0 488.7 279 
480.5 479.3 482.1 170 488.0 486.2 487.9 284 
481.3 480.2 483.0 169 488.2 487.6 489.3 287 
509.7 506.6 512.5 86 509.8 507.2 512.2 102 
509.5 506.6 512.5 86 508.9 506.6 511.5 104 
506.7 . 503.4 510.2 75 510.4 508.1 512.9 106 
507.5 504.4 511.1 76 511.0 508.7 513.6 104 
509.5 506.6 512.5 86 511.0 508.8 513.8 102 
B 507.3 503.8 510.8 73 509.1 506.9 512.0 100 
506.5 503.5 510.1 77 511.9 509.3 514.3 102 
506.5 504.0 510.1 83 511.4 508.8 513.9 100 
506.5 503.7 509.7 84 507.3 504.7 509.8 100 
504.2 500.6 507.8 70 511.3 509.0 514.0 102 
503.7 500.6 507.4 74 508.9 506.6 511.7 100 
504.0 501.3 507.4 83 511.2 508.9 513.8 104 
493.0 490.5 495.5 99 496.4 494.1 498.6 110 
489.5 486.3 492.9 74 496.9 494.8 498.8 124 
494.1 491.7 496.7 99 495.9 493.8 497.8 124 
494.9 492.5 497.4 101 496.6 494.6 498.7 121 
493.7 491.2 496.4 95 496.6 494.6 498.6 124 
c 494.4 492.1 496.8 105 493.7 491.6 495.8 118 
491.4 488.9 494.1 95 494.6 492.5 496.8 115 
491.8 489.5 494.0 109 495.9 493.7 497.9 118 
492.0 488.9 495.4 76 496.3 494.1 498.3 118 
486.4 482.3 490.5 59 495.1 493.0 497.2 118 
488.8 485.6 492.5 71 494.5 492.5 496.7 118 
488.1 485.3 491.4 80 492.9 490.8 495.2 112 
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Fig 5.4 Q-factors for cavity C with different loads. 
As can be seen from table 5.2 and figs 5.2 - 5.4 above, for each of the cavities, the Q 
found for the unloaded cavity is greater than the Q's found for gabbro. These, in turn, 
are greater than the Q's found for kimberlite. This shows that 100% separation of 
gabbro from kimberlite is achieved; even with the split cavities. 
The results obtained are exactly as predicted in earlier chapters. The next step was to 
load the cavities with a strip of conveyor belt material. The results found for this case 
are discussed in the following section. 
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5.2. Measurements for cavities with conveyor belt -
Strips of conveyor belt material of thickness lcm were placed between the two 
resonant cavity parts. This was only done for cavities B and C. Cavity A was omitted 
because it can never be operated with a conveyor belt running through it. 
The two cavities with the strip of conveyor belt are shown in figure 5.5 below. 
I-' Vo.ves . I 





Fig 5.5 Cavities with strip of conveyor belt. 
-Conveyer" 
belt 
---- lower" po.rt 
The directions in which the conveyor belt would be moving and the direction of 
propagation of the microwave signal in a real industrial plant are shown by the arrows. 
The results obtained for this arrangement are discussed in the subsections below. 
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5.2.1. Unloaded cavities 
Measurements were taken first with only the conveyor belt loading the cavities ie. 
without any rock samples. The results obtained are given in Table 5.3 below. 
Cavity f o fl f2 Q S21 
[MHz] [MHz] [MHz] 
B 437.8 424.3 447.4 19.0 15 
c 433.3 423.8 444.0 21.5 12 
Table 5.3 Results obtained for cavities loaded with conveyor belt. 
Table 5.3 shows a large reduction in resonant frequency and Q as predicted. When 
compared to the case where the conveyor belt was not there, the Q was found to be 
5.8 times lower for Cavity Band 6.3 times lower for C. 
Results of tests performed to see if these cavities can still discriminate between the 
two rock types are given and discussed in the next subsection. 
5.2.2. Cavities loaded with rocks 
Samples of rocks were placed on top of the conveyor belt inside the cavity. As before, 
the relevant measurements were taken from the HP8412 magnitude and phase display 
module. These results are given in Table 5.4 and figs 5.6 and 5.7 below. 
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431.0 418.1 442.9 17.2 434.2 423.0 443.9 20.6 
430.3 417.1 442.7 16.8 434.1. 421.2 446.0 17.4 
428.2 415.0 441.0 16.5 433.4 420.9 445.1 18.0 
427.3 415.8 439.0 18.4 433.9 421.0 445.1 18.1 
428.1 415.8 440.5 17.3 432.9 421.1 443.9 18.8 
B 430.4 419.5 442.1 19.0 432.3 420.8 443.0 19.6 
430.0 418.1 442.1 17.9 433.1 421.2 443.8 19.2 
429.0 417.1 441.9 17.3 430.6 418.5 441.5 18.7 
429.8 417.3 442.2 17.3 431.6 419.8 441.4 20.0 
432.0 420.2 443.8 18.3 433.3 422.6 443.6 20.6 
431.8 419.2 444.0 17.4 432.6 421.1 443.6 19.2 
431.8 419.3 444.5 17.1 432.9 420.6 443.2 19.2 
426.8 417.6 437.2 21.8 430.0 419.7 440.3 20.9 
426.5 416.2 437.4 20.1 431.3 421.3 440.8 22.1 
423.9 412.4 436.0 18.0 429.3 420.2 439.4 22.4 
426.9 415.9 438.1 19.2 428.8 419.1 438.6 22.0 
429.0 417.5 440.3 18.8 431.1 420.9 441.2 21.2 
c 427.1 416.5 437.5 20.3 429.9 420.7 439.7 22.6 
427.3 416.6 438.2 19.8 430.4 421.3 440.8 22.1 
424.3 413.0 435.1 19.2 429.9 420.3 440.6 21.2 
429.0 418.6 440.1 20.0 428.4 418.2 439.9 19.7 
428.9 417.9 439.0 20.3 430.8 421.0 440.6 22.0 
427.8 417.3 438.4 20.3 429.3 419.2 439.4 21.3 
424.6 413.4 437.0 18.0 430.6 421.0 440.8 21.7 
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Fig 5.6 Q-factors for cavity B with different loads. 
Rock number 
-- Unloaded -+- Gabbro -..- Kimberlite 
Fig 5.7 Q-factors for cavity C with different loads. 
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From table 5.4 and figs 5.6 and 5.7 above it can be seen that the Q's are so low that 
any further loading of the cavity does not lead to much change. For cavity B, if the 
separation threshold is set to Q = 19.0 to ensure correct identification of all the 
kin~berlites, 5 out of 12 gabbros will be wrongly identified. This is an accuracy of only 
, 
58.3%. Cavity~ gives mis-identification of 6 gabbros out of 12 when the threshold is 
r-!/'Th. . nt. set to Q = 21:8. 1s gives exactly 5070 accuracy. 
5.3. Conclusions on static tests. 
From the preceeding sections the following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. All cavities show perfect discrimination when there is no conveyor belt. 
2. The best and worst performance is observed for Cavity A and B respectively. 
Therefore, it can reasonably be assumed that if Cavity C were not split into two, it 
would have a performance that is even better than A's. Not only would it be more 
accurate, it would also be faster; as discussed at the beginning of Chapter 5. 
3. The conveyor belt material drastically reduces the Q. This means this material is 
very lossy to microwaves. In its presence, effects of other materials that might 
change the Q are hardly noticeable. 
4. The conveyor belts used were supplied by the De Beers Diamond Research 
Laboratory and are the actual belts which are used in diamond mines. The 
conveyor belt materials are chosen for good wear properties. If the system using 
split cavity is to be viable a new low loss material for manufacturing conveyor belts 
would be required. 
In the next chapter, results from dynamic tests will be presented and discussed. 
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6. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS FOR DYNAMIC TESTS 
The three resonant cavities described in chapter 5 were also used in this chapter. Each 
of the cavities was connected to the test equipment as shown in figure 4.12 . 
. The electronic circuitry and the PC were used to collect the measurement data. Two 
traces obtained from the data input into the PC were displayed on the screen. One 
trace was from the resonant peak detector circuitry data and the other was from the 
resonant frequency detector data. 
When the cavity was loaded with rocks in the absence of a conveyor belt, the traces 
were observed to dip and have trough like shapes. This corresponds to the path of the 
rock through the resonant cavity with the maximum attenuation and frequency occurring 
in the centre of the cavity where the E-field is a maximum. Potentiometers in the 
electronic circuitry were set such that reasonable traces were observed; as shown in 
figure 6.1 below. 
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*Minimum voltage values 
Fig 6.1 Traces observed on screen for different loads. 
The diagrams above show: 
- level traces for both frequency shift and peak detector 
output when there is no rock inside the cavity. 
- dips in both traces with the frequency shift trace dipping 
lower when a sample of gabbro is dropped through the 
cavity. 
-- even larger dips when a kimberlite sample is dropped 
through. 
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- the difference in the frequency shift traces is not very 
pronounced when gabbro and kimberlite pass through the 
cavity but the differences in the attenuation (Q-factor) 
is substantial. 
From these observations it is concluded that the peak detection method is the more 
reliable method for sorting the two rock types and results in a 100% separation. 
The minimum voltage values, marked by* in figure 6.1, are stored in the PC. These 
values are the results that are presented and discussed in the rest of this chapter. The 
results are presented first for the cavity without the conveyor belt. Observations when 
the belt was introduced into the cavity are also presented. Some conclusions on 
dynamic tests are then drawn. 
6.1. Measurements for cavity without conveyor belt 
The measurements obtained for the three unloaded cavities i.e. in the absence of the 
conveyor belt when discrete rock samples are passed through at 5 m/s are presented 
in this sub-section. These are given in Table 6.1 below and are also Shown graphically 
in figs 6.2 - 6.4. As mentioned earlier, potentiometers in the electronic circuitry were 
arbitrarily set in such a way as to ensure that the range of values was between OV 
and + 5.SV for different samples. Thus comparisons cannot be made between cavities; 
only between rock types for a given cavity. It must be noted that in this table, higher 
voltage values represent smaller changes in both the amplitude and the resonant 
frequency. Therefore it is expected that the values obtained for kimberlite should be 
lower. 
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Kimberlite Gab bro 
Cavity ~~litude . fo ~~litude . fa 
rmmmum rmmmum rmmmum rmmmum 
[V] [V] [V] [V] 
2.37 3.00 4.54 4.02 
2.90 3.29 4.51 4.05 
1.43 2.56 4.67 4.46 
2.57 3.17 4.85 4.18 
3.02 3.36 4.02 2.53 
2.23 3.11 4.75 3.70 
A 2.59 3.14 4.97 4.34 
1.72 2.71 5.03 4.04 
2.22 2.88 5.13 4.65 
1.70 2.70 4.80 3.56 
1.90 2.96 4.96 4.35 
2.34 3.07 5.12 4.57 
1.87 3.35 5.29 4.45 
2.53 3.50 5.28 4.73 
3.17 3.90 5.19 4.18 
3.13 3.55 5.36 4.84 
3.11 3.76 5.26 3.93 
3.41 2.71 5.11 3.88 
B 1.97 3.50 4.85 4.27 
2.37 3.17 5.30 4.57 
2.89 3.34 5.30 4.60 
2.28 3.11 5.22 4.19 
1.34 2.12 4.72 3.58 
3.38 4.14 5.15 4.07 
1.46 2.75 2.66 3.39 
0.88 1.98 2.87 4.43 
1.10 2.86 2.46 3.10 
1.80 3.41 2.58 2.77 
1.06 2.46 2.68 3.61 
c 1.78 3.29 2.59 2.92 
1.09 1.85 2.61 3.47 
0.96 2.43 2.72 3.55 
1.22 2.81 2.19 2.83 
1.49 2.30 2.39 3.43 
1.73 2.59 3.21 4.44 
0.73 2.02 2.22 3.03 
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Fig 6.4 Minimum voltage values for cavity C with different loads. 
6.2. Observations for cavity with conveyor belt 
Strips of conveyor belt material were inserted into the cavities as in the static tests. 
The equipment used was exactly the same as in tests without the conveyor belt 










Fig 6.5 Traces observed for cavity with conveyor belt. 
The traces were at OV as shown in figure 6.5. Different potentiometer settings had no 
effect on these traces. An oscilloscope was used to check the signal at different points 
in the electronic circuitry. It was found that the signal received at the receiver end was 
quite small i.e. of the order of a few hundredths of a microvolt. This was of the same 
order of magnitude as the noise. A 60dB gain in the amplifier stage only led to large 
amplification of both signal and noise. This rendered the signal unusable. 
6.3. Conclusions on dynamic tests 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the observations made in dynamic tests. 
1. The change in the amplitude of the resonance peak can be used successfully to 
identify and sort the different rock types . 
. 2. All three cavities showed good performance in the absence of the conveyor belt. 
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3. Insertion of the conveyor belt drastically reduces the Q factor of the cavity and 
absorbs the microwave signal such that almost nothing is received on the receiver 
end. The reasons for this are discussed in section 4.3.3 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Microwave equipment to differentiate between samples of gabbro and kimberlite on a 
rock by rock basis was constructed and tested. 
~ 
Different microwave structures that could be used in the separation were considered. 
Many of them were discarded because of one or more of the following reasons: 
inaccuracy in separating, physical impracticality, excessive radiation and limited 
sensitivity to changes in the dielectric constant. 
A structure which was a compromise between an open structure similar to horn 
antennas and a closed resonant cavity was chosen. This was a rectangular resonant 
cavity split into two halves with small non-radiating slots to pass the samples through. 
Loop coupling was chosen to couple energy into and out of the cavity. A resonant 
frequency of about SOOMHz was chosen. 
Both static and dynamic tests were performed on different rock samples with and 
without conveyor belt material. For the dynamic tests, a conveyor belt system travelling 
at Sm/s was simulated. Without the conveyor belt material, 100% separation of gabbro 
from kimberlite was achieved. With the conveyor belt this figure dropped to 58% in 
the static tests. In dynamic tests, no signal was received on the receiver end. 
It is therefore recommended that different conveyor belt materials that have less 
attenuation to microwave signals be developed. These materials should however have 
relatively similar wear properties to those of the present conveyor belt. Also, equipment 
to measure the resonant frequency and the bandwidth on-line should be developed to 
give a more accurate measure of the Q-factor. 
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APPENDIX I 
EVALUATION OF THE RESONANT FREQUENCY OF A CAVITY 
If the waveguide region is source-free, Maxwell's equations can be written as: 
VXE=-jwµH la 
\J x H =}WEE lb 
with an e - Jr>z z dependence, the three components of each of the above vector 





x ox y 
oEy oEx . 
---=-1wµH 
ox oy z 
oHz 
--+ J·aH = 1·wEE oy I" y x 
. oHz . 
-1[3H - - =]WEE 
x ox y 
oHy oHx . 
-----=]WEE 







The above equations can be solved for the four transverse field components in terms 
of Ez and Hz to give: 
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j ( oEz oHz) H =-- WE-+f3-. -
y k~ ox oy 
j ( oEz oHz) Ex=-- f3-+wµ--
k~ ox oy 
j ( oEz oHz) E =- -(3-+wµ--
Y k~ oy OX 
where k ~ = k 2 - f3 2 and is called the cut-off wave number and 
For TE waves, E z = 0, 
k = w~µE = 2 n 
'A 
Hz =F 0. Equations 4 then reduce to: 
-jf3 oHz 
5a H =- --
x k2 ox c 
-jf3 oHz 
5b H =- --
y k2 oy c 
E = 
-jwµ oHz 
5c --x k2 oy c 
jwµ oHz 
5d E =--





In this case k c =F 0 , f3 = ~ k 2 - k ~ is called the propagation constant. 
Since Hz ( x , y , z) = h z ( x , y) e - 113 z , the Helmholtz wave equation: 





ox 2 oy 2 oz 2 z 
6 
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reduces to a 2-D wave equation for hz as shown below. 
-+-+k 2 h (x y)=O ( 
o2 02 ) 
ox2 oy2 c z ' 7 
since k ~ ~ k 2 _ ~ 2 
Using the method of separation of variables to solve 7 we obtain: 
1 d 2 X 1 d 2 Y 2 ---+---+k =0 
X dx 2 Y dy 2 c 
8 
where h z ( x , y) = X ( x) Y ( y) 
Each of the terms of equation 8 must be equal to a constant. Defining separation 
constants ~ and ky we obtain: 










hz(x, y) = (Acoskxx + Bsinkxx) (Ccoskyy + Dsinkyy) 
Applying the boundary conditions we find that: 
D= 0, 
for n,m=0,1,2, .... Hz(x,y,z) is then: 
nn 
k =- B=O, 




mnx nny -jr>z 




where ~n is an arbitrary amplitude constant composed of A and C. 
Substituting equation 11 into equation 4 the transverse field components of the TEmn 
mode can then be found. They are: 
_ jwµnn mnx . nny -Jf3z 
Ex - 2 Amncos--s1n-b-e kcb a 
12a 
-jwµmn . mnx nny -ff3z 
E y = 2 Amns1n--cos--e kca a b 
12b 
j(3mn . mnx nny -ff3z 
H x = 
2 
Amns1n--cos--e 
kca a b 
12c 
j(3nn mnx . nny -ff3z 
HY= 2 Amncos--s1n-b-e kcb a 
12d 
The propagation constant is: 
12e 
Each mode thus has a cut-off frequency fcmn given by: 
cmn 1 mn nn k ~( )2 ( )2 f omo ~ 2 J( .JµE ~ 2 J( .JµE --;:;-- + b 13 
where kcmn is the cut-off wave number. 
For a rectangular resonant cavity, the cut-off wave number becomes: 
~ ~(mn)
2 
+ (nn) 2 + ( zn) 2 . kcmnl a b d 14 




CHOICE OF CAVITY DIMENSIONS AND SIDES ON WHICH TO CUT SLOTS 
Cavity dimensions 
From equation 12e in Appendix I, non-trivial solutions of Maxwell's equations will only 
exist for 
f3mnz=ln where l=l,2,3,. .. 
This implies that the cavity must be an integer multiple of a half-guide wavelength 
long at the resonant frequency. 
Therefore the cut-off wave number for the rectangular cavity can be defined as: 
~(mn) 2 (nn) 2 (ln) 2 k= -+-+-
mnl . a b d 1 
But k = 2n/A.. From the basic relation A.= cl f, k = 2nf I c. 
The resonant frequency of the TEmnl or ™mnl mode with air as dielectric is given by: 
~ km01 c ~ ..c:_~(mn) 2 + (nn) 2 + ( zn) 2 
f mnl 2n 2n a b d 2 
For the TE101 mode, m=l= 1 and n=O. 
3 
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Enforcing the waveguide criterion that 'A 0 > a > 'A 0 I 2 where >.., 0 is the free-space 
wavelength and is equal to 0.6m for a resonant frequency of SOOMHz; we obtain 
a= 0.450m. Substituting this into equation 3 we obtain d = 0.403m. The remaining 
dimension,b is chosen as half of a i.e. b=0.225m. 
Cutting of slots 
A way of introducing the samples into and retrieving them from the resonant cavity is 
required. This is done via two slots cut on parallel sides of the cavity. The choice of 
the two sides sh~uld be made in such a way as to ensure minimum radiation out of 
the cavity. At this point it would be instructive to try and explain the radiation 
mechanism. 
Figure 1 below shows the cavity with the magnetic field lines and direction of flow of 
the surface current. 
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t 
Fig.1 Resonant cavity showing H-field and current lines. 
Radiating slots cut the direction of current flow. Therefore slots A would be 
non-radiating slots; even though slight radiation still exists out of these slots. Slots B 
would be radiating slots. 
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APPENDIX III 
COMPUTER PROGRAM TO PROCESS DYNAMIC TESTS DATA 
A computer program that was used to process data from the dynamic tests is given on 
the next page. This program was written in Pascal by personnel at the De Beers 
Research Laboratory in Johannesburg. 
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•ROGRAM Mag_ res; 




max buffer = 3000; 
Trigger = O; 
Frequency shift = l; 
Amplitude-change = 2; 
TYPE 
time_string = string[ll]; 
VAR 






array [Frequency shift .. Amplitude change,l .. Max buffer] 
string[8J; - - -










ah := $2c; 





ax := ah shl 8 + al; 
END; 
intr($21,recpack); 
WITH recpack DO 
BEGIN 
str(cx shr 8,hour); 
str(cx mod 256,min); 
str(dx shr 8,sec); 
str(dx mod 256,hun); 
END; 
IF length(hour) = 1 THEN 
hour := '0' + hour; 
IF length(min) = 1 THEN 
min := 'O' + min; 
IF length(sec) = 1 THEN 
sec := 'O' + sec; 
IF length(hun) = 1 THEN 




{initialize correct registers} 
{call interrupt} 
{convert to string} 
{ II } 




RegPack = RECORD case Integer OF 
1 : (ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flags 






WITH regs DO 
BEGIN 
ah := $OC; 





















Ii I ; 
I a I; 
I o I • 
I 





: integer) ; 




























FUNCTION AdSample(Chan : integer) : integer; 
VAR 
I : integer; 
BEGIN 
Port[$702] := 02; 
Port[$702] .- chan * $10 + 3; 
FOR I := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
AdSample := ~Port[$701] AND $OF) * 256 + port[$700]; 
END; 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
FUNCTION YesNo : char; 
VAR 
Temp Char char; 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
REPEAT UNTIL KeyPressed; 
IF KeyPressed THEN 
Read(Kbd,TempChar); 
TempChar := UpCase(TempChar); 
UNTIL ((TempChar = 'Y') OR (TempChar = ·'N')); 
YesNo := TempChar; 
END; 
PROCEDURE GetMin( VAR Min_Amp,Min_Freq : REAL; VAR Pos_in_array : INTEGER); 
VAR 
Countmm : integer; 
BEGIN 
Min_Amp := 9999;-
Min_Freq .- 9999; 
FOR Countmm := 1 TO Max buffer DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
IF Test_array[Frequency_shift,Countmm] < Min_Freq THEN 
BEGIN 
Min Freq:= Test array[Frequency shift,Countmm]; 
Pos=in_array:= countmm; -
END; 
IF Test_array[Amplitude_change,Countmm] < Min_Amp THEN 
Min_Amp := Test_array[Amplitude_change,Countmm]; 
END; 
Min_Amp .- Min Amp * 10 / 4095; 












CountDG : integer; 
Temp_amp,Temp, 
















FOR CountDG := 1 TO 5 DO 
DrawLine(30, (Countdg)*32+20,38, (CountDG)*32+20); 
FOR CountDG := 0 TO 2 DO 
BEGIN 
Xpos := 300 * CountDG + 39; 
IF Xpos < 0 THEN Xpos := O; 
DrawLine(Xpos,lO,Xpos,20); 
.END; 
OldX := 39; 
OldY := 20; 
{ .................................... } 
GetMin(Temp_amp,Temp_freq,MinPos); 
First := (MinPos - 500); 
IF First <= 0 THEN 
First := 1; 
Last := MinPos + 500; 
IF Last > Max buff er THEN 
Last := Max_buffer; 
Range := Last - First; 
X := O; 
FOR Count:=First TO Last DO 
BEGIN 
x := x + 1; 
T_array [Amplitude_change,x] := Test_array [Amplitude_change,Coun 
T_array [Frequency_shift,x] := Test_array [Frequency_shift,count] 
END; 
{ ......................... ' ............. } 
FOR CountDG := 39 TO 639 DO 
BEGIN 
PosinArray := Trunc((CountDG-39) * (Range/ 600) + 1); 
Temp:= T_array[Frequency_shift,PosinArray]; 
Temp .- (Temp * 160 / 2048); 
YPos := 'Trunc(Temp); 
XPos .- CountDG; 
DrawLine(OldX,OldY,XPos,YPos); 
OldY := YPos; 
OldX := XPos; 
END; 
OldX := 39; 
OldY := 20; 
FOR CountDG := 39 TO 639 DO 
BEGIN 
PosinArray := Trunc((CountDG-39) * (Range/ 600) + 1); 
Temp 
Temp 
:= . -. - T_array[Amplitude_change,PosinArray]; (Temp * 160 / 2048); · 
YPos . -.- Trunc(Temp); 
XPos ·-. CountDG; 
DrawLine(OldX,OldY,XPos,YPos); 
OldY : = YPos -; 







DrawText(300,330,2,'Save this? (Y/N) - '); 
FlushBuffer; 
Keyin := YesNo; 









Box ( 2 o , 5 , 6 o , 7 ) ; 
boolean; 
char; 




Key := UpCase(Key); 
UNTIL ((Key= 'G') OR (Key= 'K')); 
IF Key = 'G' THEN 















UNTIL Adsample(Trigger) < 200; 
TimeStart := Time; 
FOR counter := 1 TO Max buffer DO 
BEGIN 
Port[$702] .- 02; 
Port[$702] := Amplitude_Change * $10 + 3; 
FOR I := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
Test_array [Amplitude_change,counter] .- (Port[$701] AND $OF) * 256 
Port[$702] := 02; 
Port[$702] .- Frequency_shift * $10 + 3; 
FOR I := 1 TO 3 DO 
BEGIN 
END; 
Test_array [Frequency shift,counter] := (Port[$701] AND $OF) * 256 
END; 






















Write('- STORING DATA! -'); 
GetMin (MinA,MinF,Pos in array); 


















Rock name string[8]; 
BEGIN 
Saveit := False; 
REPEAT 
ClrScr; 
Box ( 27, 8, 52, 10) ; 







Port[$703] := $92; 
Testing := True; 
InitGraphic; 
LeaveGraphic; 









Testing := ('N' = YesNo); 
END; 
ClrScr; 
END. 
